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An array-based study of increased system lifetime probability 

Carsten Nesgaard, Member IEEE 

Abslract: Sueicty’s increased dependence on electronic 
s:-stcm calls for highly reliable power supplies comprised 
of multiple converters working in pxrrllrl. This paper 
dcseribes a d u n d a n c y  contml xhcmc, based on the 
array technolog that incredses the overall reliabilily 
quite considerably and thereby ensures a stable supply 
voltage. 

Index Terms: Array-based logic, control, redundancy, 
reliability, power system, Markov modeling. 

1. Introduction 
With the ever-increasing dependence on reliable electronic 

systems, the area of highly reliable power systems is rapidly 
e-xpanding. When considering highly reliable fault tolerant 
power systems the word -redundancy’ comes to mind, 
Indeed. a (Ne fault tolerant power system is comprised of 
several converters working in parallel. This paper describes 
part of an ongoing project of building a prototype of a fault 
tolerant p o w r  system with N + 2 rcdundancy. The paper 
gives a short description of the mathematics used. the power 
sysleni in question and the choice of control scheme. Since 
each of these shon descriptions can Tom1 the basis for an 
entire paper, the focal point in this presentation is the 
redundancy control within the overall power system. 

2. Array-based logic 
Originated at tlie DepaRment of Electric Power 

Engineering the Technical University of Denmark in 1978 
with the paper “Group Representations of Finite Polyvalent 
Logic - a Case Study Using APL Rotation’ by associate 
professor Ole 1. Franksen IS], the array-based logic has 
evolved into an elTcctiw tool when dealing with 
combinatorid and/or configuration applications. The 
foundation of the technology is a geometrical representation 
of logic in terms of nested arrays. In other words. the array- 
based concept deals with data objects regarded as arrays 181. 
Consequently, all calculations are performed on anays which 
implia that systems comprised of large amounts of data often 
can be systematicall>, simplified hy the use of a m y  
theoretical operations. In gencral. the anaybased logic can 
be considemi to consist ofthc hllowing three steps: 

Step une is the establishment of a discrek n-dimensional 
configuration space using the Cartesian product. which 
ensures completeness. This is accomplished by the use ofthe 
tensor p~oduct OUTER a i d  191, which conibines the system 
propositions : i d  unites them 10 form one conjunctive 
proposition. 
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Step two is the inference by colligation. which is the 
operation of establishing the interconnections of the system. 
In other words this step r i d s  Le solutions that comply with 
the system constraints. 

Step tbrce is the determination of states by elimination of 
variables through an or-reduction. 

Having introduced tlie concept of constraints. it is obvious 
that prior to completion of the above-mentioned steps, the 
constraints of the physical system must be translated into 
array theoretical tenns. This is achieved through the ILW of 
propositional logic that transforms the system constraints into 
logic operations suitable for array theoretical implementation. 
An example of this vanslation and implementation is shown 
in section 5.  

Summarizing the above description the basic idea ofarray- 
based logic can be expre~sed. according to Franksen, as: 

Array-based logic exp1ore.s the ron,seqirences of 
conridering mrh-values ar phj,.siral mea.swenrenf.s. The aim 
is lo formulize logic ;TI accordance wirh the rheorciical 
stnicmre of discrele qstems and exprm.s this jbrmalizurion 
ulgcbraica1!v in array-!heoretic terms. 

3. Redundancy as reliability enhancement 
Increasing the reliability of a power system can be 

achieved in a number of  ways, some more successful than 
others. A simple way of increasing the overall system 
reliability is using high qtmlity components with low M u r e  
rates. Although, the overall circuit complexity remains the 
samc the cost for high quality components is considerably 
higher than that of an implementation using commcrcial 
components. Also, the reliability gain using these high 
quality coniponenu is only moderatc compared to olher 
reliability enhancement techniques. 

For the reasons mcntioncd above the  far most common 
way of increasing tlie reliability is the use of redundancy. 
Once the choice of redundancy h i s  been made the level of 
dundancy  needed must be identified. Ranging fioni the 
component level all the way to the system level. the level of 
redundancy used in the power system in this presentation is 
what can be characterized as block level redundancy. 

As any system a redundant power system has both 
advantages and drawbacks. Among the advantages is the 
possibility ofa  dramatic increase in reliability at the expense 
of an increase in system dependent parameters such as cost, 
mass, volume and circuit complexity. Allhou-$ the i n c m s c  
in reliability can bt. quiie hi&. added cost, mas ,  volume. and 
complexity are drawbacks that must be considered when 
deciding which approach to take during die design phase of 
the power system. However. die drawbacks tends to be less 
important nowadays, sincc system downtime in cay’ of powcr 
fiilure often results in p a t e r  losses in d e s .  customer 
services etc. 

When implenienting system level redundancy in powcr 
systems. ‘each convertm board within the overall power 
system must he equipped with a ton1 switch that allows for 
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conaollcd shutdoun of fault). convcrtcr boards. since this is 
the only way tlic pou'cr sptem integrity can be maintained. 
In other words the power system must exhibit failure frcc 
operation at thc input as well as at thc outpul. Due to this fact, 
most approaches in  designing hi& reliably power systems 
originates from the ability of the overall power system )o  
shutdnwn fault?. units Khether these consists of converter 
boards, power distribution units etc. Focusing on the 
reliabiliy o f  redundant systems it is noteworthy that making 
a single path system redundant generally increases the ovcrall 
reliability with a factor o f  the reciprocal ofthe iniiial failure 
rate for the single path system. assuming the exponential 
distribution is valid and that the working coiiditions in both 
cases remain unchangcd. 

Nuw. supposc thc rcdundanl power system hdd thc ability 
10 reconfigure itself during operation. Such a system would 
further increasc the rcliabiliiy of the ovemll power systcm 
and at the Eanic time rcducc thc maintenancc rcquircmcnls. 
since faulty units could be -replaced' automatically. Due to 
thc dynaniic process of continuous mcasurement of the 
system inlegit). and configuration at any givcn time the 
simple csponeniil distribution Rir reliability calculations 
docs not justify the true reliability potential in a 
irconfigurablc systeni. To obtain a more outhf'ul measure for 
the system reliability. one has to adopt the use of Markov 
modelinS techniques, which is a commonly used modeling 
technique dealing with dynamic systems. Althuu&h Markov 
modeling ohcn includes random noisc UIOK within thc 
sensor feedback system, ii is for simplicity osumed that such 
errors do not occur within the pouer system at hand. The, 
justification for making this simplification is that the focal 
point in  this presentation is the rdundancy control scheme. 
Funhermore, since the sensor feedback syslem is discrete 
with logic tNlh-vd~ucs, the noise margin is quite l q e  and 
random noise e m r s  uould bc cfiremely rare in any case. Thc 
detailed description ofMarkov modcling uses c m  be found in 
the literature (71 and will not be dealt with in this 
presentation. 

The implementation and control of reconfigurablc systems 
are thc subjccts ofscction 4 and scction 5. respectively. 

4. The power system 
It has k e n  chosen lo i n \~es i~a tc  a power system comprised 

of 5 identical convemr boards connected in punllel. .As 
indicated in the introduction this is 2 convencr boards more 
than needed. Thus. the system is N 6 2 redundant. On a board 
lcvcl each convener is designed to shutdoun in case OF a 
single point failure whcreas thc overall powcr systeni can 
tolcntc '2 failuiw and still provide Uic nccdcd powcr. From a 
traditional powcr system point Of view two failures reduces 
the overall power system from a system comprised of 5 
pdmllelsonnected converter boards into a system comprised 
of the 3 con\'eIier boards needed to supply rhc required 
power to ihc load. 

The proposed power system approaches the parallel 
connection o f  the individual convener boards in a wny that 
differs significantly from what havc just bcen described. by 
splitting the individual convertcr boards into 5 main blocks. 
Aliging these ninin blocks as shown in F ig re  1 (isnorins 
tlie block 'PWM controller'). each block c o n n ~ t s  to the 
previous block on the same converter boards as wvcll as to thc 
prcvious blocks on the parallel-conacded converter bow&. 
This arrangeinem of multiple inter-connrction of indi\,idual 

blocks allows for intelligently control of combining blocks 
for maximum number of \rucking convener boards at any 
given time. I t  should bc noted t b t  it is not an allowable state 
to have a block deliver power to more that one subsequent 
block. Thus, the fiist systeni constraint is the liniitation o f  
blocks being connected to onc and only onc subsequcnl 
block. 

'9=q-r&!qJ--+& 
' :;?;e ;;+= !:?,:E ,,il'-t 

111: 111: 1111 
1111 111: 111, 1111 
'11, - > r  111, -3B -,c 1 1 h 1  -,* 

Figure 1 : Block diagrnm for cowerter 1 

The connecting devices are chosen to bc electronically 
controlled switches but Could in theoly also be mechanically 
operated reloys. The reason for choosing elccbnicatly 
controlled switches (herealler referred to as switches) is Lhc 
fact that activation of the individual interconnecting devices 
would occur during power system operatioh which for long 
switching periods would requin. substantial amounts of 
capacitors at thc output of the power system in order to 
comply with ripple voltage specification. Thus. the timing of 
the switching is of importancc although not critical. A 
transition lime of 0.1 ins is estimated to bc reasonably. 
Compared to Ihc 140 kHz. which hac been chosen as thc 
switching frcqucncy for thc individual convener boards. it is 
apparent tfiat thc imisiridn times of thc intcrconnccting 
switches arc far from critical. 

Even thou@ the interconnecting switches arc opcratcd 
rarely. due to thc rathcr IOW failurc rate uf dic clectronic 
componcnts usee and the transition time from one state to 
another is fairly quick the pricc paid for using cxtra switches 
as connecting devices between the different blocks within the 
overall power system is an increased failure rate for the 
individual converter boards and an increase in total 
conduction losses. Furthermore. the overall cost and 
coniplexity of the power system is increased due to the use of 
exm switchcr. However, if tliesc drawbacks at the board 
level imply a better probabilily ol'continuous operation at a 
system level, the added cost. complexity and losses might be 
negligible compared to the p i n  in reliability. Also. it should 
be noted that obtaining a similar rcliabiliiy for a power 
systcni comprised of individual conwrter boards without thc 
intercotmecling capability would require more Converter 
boards, which adds to systcm parameters such as volume and 
mass. 

As muntioncd in section 3 the statistical description of the 
reliability ofthe p o w r  system should be carricd out usinp the 
Markov modeling approach. However. from a system point 
of view it should bc obvious that the process of combining 
twu dcfectire convener boards lo forni one working 
convener board incnascs the ovenll system perfomlncc 
concerning both reliabilir). and efficiency. In Figure 2 it can 
be seen that by combining t u 9  convener boards, which haw 
failed in dicerent locations on the board level. 'an alternative 
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path for the power throughput can be established. This lowers 
the snzss on the original 3 Convener boards, since the load 
current nou is shared among 4 convener boards. As a 
consequence the power system operating point on the 
efficiency c u m  tends to move towards the optimum 
opeiating point as shown in Figure 3. Alw and most 
importmtly, the overall power system reliability increases as 
B result of the newly configured p o \ w  system comprised of 3 
+ I working convertcr hoards. 

-3L -I -15 L l h m  

Figure 2 : The 5 parallel connwted converter boards 

Effiaency Preferable operating point 

Operating point aFtertwo failures 

output current 

Figure 3 : Example of operating point movement 

Refcrrhg to Figure 1 and Figure 2 lhis p a i y a p h  iiescribcs 
the abbreviations used to identify the individual blocks and 
w i s h e s  within the power system. Starting with lhc blocks it 
can bc sccn from Figure 2 llml thew c m  be addrcssod using 
the converter n u h r  as a row identification and the block 
letter as column identification. Thus, the fint faulty location 
in the power system shown in Figure 2 can be identified as: 
Converter I, Block B. 

ldcntification of the intcrconncction switchn is 
accomplished through the adoption of the following notntion: 
S X Y Z  
Where S is the notation used in the sofluare to identify a 
switch. X represents the convener number. Y represents the 
block prior to the switch in question and 2 represents the 
switch position. Hence. the switch between block IA and 
block 1 B set in position I gets the identification SIAl .  

In order to provide feedback lo the redundancy control 
system. each block in h e  overall power systcm can lake on 
two different logic values - logic I for a working hlock and 
logic 0 for a faulty block. Since a faulty block is switched off 
and the redundancy control systcm continues to check the 
sfatus of thc overall pourr system. the logic state of any 
faulty block is latched. This ensures that lhe redundancy 
control system alumys gets the correct logic values from each 
hlock, wen though lhe block in question has railed. Having 
rerrieved all trmh-values from the blocks within the power 
system an m y  containing the retrieved truth-values is 
generated. As will become apparent in section 5 this array 
r o w  thc basis for the calculation process as well JS for the 
rcpresentation of the results. 

~ 
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the power system comprised of 4 inputs and 4 outputs. 
Except for the faulty block the rest d t h e  inactive blocks now 
scwe as cold spares for the power system in case of funher 
failures. Kow suppose a second fault occurs, for instance due 
to the increased suess on the remaining active convener 
boards. Since two faults havc occurred it might now bc 
possible to eslablish an alternative path through the power 
system and thus increase the number of active convener 
boards from 3 to 4. Thc only constraint that makes the 
establishincut of an altemativc path impossible is in case thc 
two faults have wccurred within the same block. In this case 
the p o w r  system would consist oi only 3 convener boards. 
which is the minimum number possible in order to sustain 
power dclivety to the load. 

Depending on the failure n t c  of the individual blocks it 
would be a rare situation thal two successive h ~ l l s  occur in 
the %me block. hence the probability of successful system 
reconfiguration is quite high. This indicates that the overall 
system reliability has i n c r e d  compared to the situation 
with 5 wparate convener boards. 

Based on this shon description of the power system and its 
operation, the mathematical task of the redundancy control 
can be thought or as a method 01' finding alternative paths 
through the power system in case of fault occurrence. 

Toning the attenlion towrds the operation of thc pou'er 
system the following description represents the actions k?km 
by the redundancy control in case of fault oecuirence. 
Assumins a well functioning structure as the s w i n g  point, 
the power svstetn consists of 5 inputs and 5 oulputs. After a 
failure within the power systeni, tlie redundancy control shuts 
down the blocks associated with the faulty block and leaves 

5. Array based control scheme 
As described in section 2.j3rray-hased logic considers wth- 

Yalues as physical measurements. The truth-values in the 
application at hand are the discrete values obtained from each 
hlwk in the power system upon which the allemativr path 
from input to oittpuc is calculated. With reference to Figure 2 
it can be seen that the discrete valiies obtained from the 
individual blocks can be considered an array of 5 r a w  and 5 
columns. This arrav is a measurement of the condition of tlx ~~~~ 

overall power sysrem and can therefore be used to idenilfy 
problems within the system. Based on this identification of 
problenls within the power system. the arraybased analysis 
suggests possible alternative paths through the power system. 
11 should be notcd that similar results could have been 
obtained by using standard digital logic. The reason for not 
implementing the redundancy control using this type of lo%k 
is due to the powerful m y  concept and operations in array 
theory, which makes it easy to expand the redundancy control 
scheme to include an arbitral?; number of convener boards 
and switches. Thus. a fonnal description of a redundant 
power system comprised of any number of pmllelsonnectcd 
convener hoards is straight forward, since the added system 
constraints are almost replicates of existing hoard level 
constraints. Similar implementation using standard digital 
logic would require considcrahle recalculations ofthe power 
system's interconnections. 

With reference to Figure 1 and Figure 2 it can be seen that 
the number of parameters needed to dcscribc the powcr 
system in question is ~rlati~,cly large. For this rcason most 
system constraints havc been omitted in h i s  presentation, 
although an example will be given on the following pagcs. 
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Having inmiduced lhc fundamentals of the power systeni, 
the amy-based analysis can be ~arried out. The mathematical 
tool used in  this project is based on tile a m y  theor). 
developed by Dr. Trenchard More in lhe Seventies and later 
(early EiLghties) implemented io the array-bawd sofiwarc 
'Queens Xeslcd Interactive Language (O'Nial)' by Professor 
Michael Jcdins .  

Solv iq  thc problem at hand by cstablishing a gcncralized 
coiifigurdon space by the use oI' the Cartcsiai product ofal l  
system parameters would require a tremendous amount of 
cemDuter memow. since ihe number of oossiblc 

Following tlie above procedure. the remaining s+kmi 
ConsIraints can be added to the source code. N k r  a feu 
transformations a list of allowable witch positions based on 
the system constraints crin be obtained. Keeping in mind that 
the initial 2$ combinatorial switch positions for any i v e n  
switch now has been reduced to 6 allo&+bte switch positions 
tha~ comply with thc system constraints: 

+-- - - -+- - - - .+- . - - .+- - - - -+- -+-- - .~+.~~- .+ 

+- - - - .+ - - - - -+ - - . - -+ - - - - -+ - - . - -+ - - - - -+  
~00000 ~00001~00030~ 00100 ~01000 ~10000 I (1) 

I. , .. . 
Figure 1 : 8 faults distributed amongall 5 cunverters 

The array to the right in Figure 4 is the system uuth-values 
as they are enrered into the system array for calculation 
purposes. The software prwzram now performs h e  following 
tasks in order to establish a path between the fmt two blocb. 

Voting the replication ofparmetcr  s la l ,  the proposition 
must be united dimugh the operadon ofmiligation: 

(0 1 4  6)  ( I )  (3) ( 5 )  (7) fusc (OUTER and a2 a3 a4 as) 
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The s w i n g  point is the answcr to thc following question: 

Does the combination of 1 I occur in thc first tw’o coluinns 
in the matrix shoun to the right in Figure J? In Nial terms 
this can be expressed io a vel?: compact form: 

Q:= ((0 pick (cols AA) EACHLEFT = 11) link 0) 

loll00 

The result is shown as lruth-values. It should be noted that 
due to the number of allowable switch positions a falsehood 
has been attached to the end ofthe result. 

Assigning the comct switch positions to the enwies that 
returned truth is completed through the operation ’sublist‘. 

Y =  Q suhlbt (reverse R e - I )  

In order to insert the correct switch positions into the mult 
amy,  the positions that renimed tnith musr be identified in 
Index origin 0. 

Index:= EACH first (Y EACHLEFT 
sublist tell (first shape AA)) 

0 2  3 

Finally, the assigned switch positions an‘ i w n e d  into the 
rcsult m a y  b. using the operation ‘placeall’. 

Y ( c a n  Index 0) plaewdll AA 

Follo~ving a similar procedure the rest of rhe trah-values in 
the array shown to the right iii Figure J are replaced by 
feasible suitch positions. Thc resulting array for the case o f 8  
faults distributcd aniong all 5 conveners is shown Ui Figure 
5 .  

I - - - . _ _ _ * _ _ _ _ _ _ _ * . . . . . . . + . - - - - - - +  
.--._.+ +.....~ +...__* +-....+ 

IlOOoO/ ~ O ” 0 0 0 ~  ~ 0 0 0 0 0 ~  1001001 I I I I I  +--...+ + _ _ _ _ _ ~  *__._.+ * .____* 

I l l  +--.__* *___._* I +..-..* I +--...+ I 

*---.---+-..-...*...---.+---.~.~+ 

I - - - . _ _ _ + _ _ _ _ _ _ _ + . . . . . . . * . - - - . - - .  

+.....__,_______/___.~~.~..~..~~, 
*--.__+ *.._..+ +..---* +____ . *  

W O l O /  ~00100~ /OOOlO/ ~ O W D O ~  

I---...-+------.+---.---+.--..-.+ 

t - - - . _ _ _ + _ _ _ _ _ _ _ +  ......-+--.--.-* 

Fip;um 5 : Result array 

Comparing the a n q  shown to the right in Figure 4 with 
the result array shown in Figure 5 it is obvious that the two 
amys arc linked through a trdnsfonnation array. Looking at 
the axes of the two arrays it can bc seen that the 

transformation a m y  is thc previously mentioned incidence 
matrix for electric nehvorks. 

6. Concluding remarks 
An alternative approach in the design of reliable power 

systems has been pmsentrd. Based on statistical calculations 
using among others thc exponcntial dinriblrtion it has been 
show that redundancy is the tool to implement when 
considering high reliable pouer systems. 

Also, a control scheme for the redundancy control of the 
p w e r  system has been prescnted. Using the array-bad 
logic a well runctioning systcm capable of establishing !he 
maximum nuniber of working converter boards possible has 
been implemented. 
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